A connection leaving me because I told that I have no special interest in Japanese and that
they could give reason for anger to important good sides by attacking and damaging them in
the past, killing a lot of people being aggressor war, but she had much interest for the
Japanese, learning their language.
Before that, she was OK, but telling about strange illness.

Dani Michalski

I explained so many times, but can not explain to all, therefore to change the situation of
rightlessness and pain and to compensate are really necessary. Facts that I am a real victime, I
had to suffer pain and humiliation almost every day of my life up to many thousand times per
day and on many days very extreme. I was/am standing only for the internationally
unblamable good things. I was/am no political side and between races and nations. I had to
suffer very much for that. It is unbearable to me when people still give me humiliation and
calumnation or worse even damage me or confuse me with sides or interests, when just
fighting and wanting to damage those. I can not be perfect but extremely unfair to ask for that.
Understand, that nobody can humiliate himself more, than when attacking or blaming me.
This when considering the facts and known rules of wrong or right! But because I am really
this victime, I can not be blamable when I blame or defend, even when I can not be perfect in
how doing that. The big difference between me and all the others around or any members of
any groups should be known and it consists in my singular position of being a victim and
alone in life but attacked most and continuous from those sides and people guessed maybe to
be close to me, the majority in Germany. I can never be perfect or complete when explaining,
but I did since many years. It was time to compensate now, and for nothing else anymore!
It didn't change at all: I was attacked avery day of my life and when I go out to search
desperate for a friend, a girl friend or love or a wife, instead to find a chance or a hope there
are forced national and political fights which I have nothing to do with being really NO SIDE
but A VICTIM! People who can't stop to hit a victim hit every day of it's life, are: tell it
yourself!
Wieso sind die Ratschläge von 1-2-3 recht immer so objektiv und informativ, aber teure
Rechtsanwälte scheinen nichts zu wissen und die Gegenseite auch dann zu vertreten wenn es
augenscheinlich war dass ich der geschädigte bin`? Was verändert RA allgemein von der
Beratung zum Gericht?

17/06/13: My privacy is hurt by an observation which is always heavy burden and pain to
me, even when they don’t attack. Most people don’t have this burden, it can not be done so
continuous and detailed except to very few. When I am not more perfect than God some
(because there are several different interests doing this or parts of it) start to blame and
humiliate. Means humiliation always. But most others get a lot of help to get better than
naturally and I am a lot damaged on my body. But this is just the 1000th part of daily burdens,
which others don’t have to bear but I have. I am only a simple man standing between races
and nations and only for internationally not blameable things, apolitical. Also on Friday, June
7th, I did not do anything to anyone and did not hurt anybody and anybodies rights. The
observers did attack and humiliate. But hundreds of people did attack and humiliate me too,

since then. All those not trying to compensate same time, are really criminals. Remember that
many real extremist fascists, stating that fascism would have won and be the brain control
today, accused me that I should have felt attacked and humiliated when war films and
humiliations against fascism were shown and told at that time of my childhood. I did call
ostentatious the humiliations right and to like the war films. I was attacked already then so
harsh, that I did not like such films anymore, because blamed and humiliated from fascists
teaching me, that I would own them to be against such positions and that they would have in
their hands my destiny and healthiness and they will damage me, what happened! They
promised me that I will feel how it is when one is humiliated and when the TV attacks.
Whatever I watch at TV in Germany, the TV is manipulated and starts to personally blame
and humiliate me with many different things. Consider thus, that the humiliations which I had
to endure when buying in EDEKA in Gärtringen or others positions here around last week,
are not only a crime before humanness, justice and human rights, but also real FASCISM! All
participating were contributing to real fascism, even when they certainly do not want to accept
their guiltiness!

There are these 600 000 crimes never punished which I should be as a victim compensated for
(additionally much more than 600 000 humiliations). Referring to all rules and internationally
accepted interests there is nothing I can be blamed for, except some words which were all a
result of even robot like brain control and torture with real body pains done from distance in
my head. My birth can not be a guiltiness so bad that even the 100 000 part of damages and
pains could have been excusable to do to me, my parents never attacked or blaimed, grand
parents presenting themselves as victims.

I don’t know why I was chosen for being attacked continuous for all reasons in the world
which would all not have allowed it, tantalised, humiliated, damaged and tortured almost
every day of my life and in serious or extreme way on many days. As a little child I suppose
for to break my will and to use me in slavery way. Almost every day almost everywhere
where I was, move(ed) people in special way when I pass. For years this was extreme
humiliations and real attacks, recently it got neutral or pleasant with some humiliations and
attacks only. Who can move so many people has to be able to compensate and pay bills! I
don’t know who my parents and family are that I got such attention, but they were all never
blamed, got many helps to be better than naturally and were admired and respected. They did
contribute to the attacks against me from youngest childhood, calling me the bad one when a
tall German speaker woman giving the means was asking for that and forever since then. I
understood with 4 years already in very mature way the guiltiness of both World Wars on
German and Austrian side and blamed that guiltiness. I was born blond and with slit eyes and
not related to any important people thus, but being between nations and races. I can forgive
the attacks, humiliations and damages done to me as a 5 years old child, when it was played,
these were not only Germans, doing that. But the damages, tortures and destructions of my
life are a sum which is “infinite”, nothing to do with that time. I am thus blaming the
guiltiness of the past German and Austrian World War kings and I am not related to such
guiltiness. I respect the still existing kingdoms, especially Great Britain and admire the royals.
But I am just a simple men and a victim in life. I am sure Great Britain would or does see it
the same way. I do not want to be hurt and tantalised with the theme of kings again. But the
brain and other control systems in society should not be able to put me in inferior position
referring to the most people and to control me to appear as a fool and humiliated thus, even
when not humiliated by attacks anymore. For many elsewhere and often explained reasons,

one owns me bills and compensation to pay. But still I suffer every day and real reparable
damages are not yet repaired. I can not live this way and I did bear much too much already.
I am provoked to be against the British side and when I still have good positions referring to
them, like always, I am forced to appear with properties of older people and am called an old
men and also one humiliates me in extreme ways. One poses me by the brain control and
people moving and talking with it in positions to humiliate myself extremely, when not
attacking the British side. They are so smart in doing that. But I resist and endure humiliation.
Still I am not the British side and I am standing only for the very best things, internationally
not blameable, standing for the rights of simple people and I am not responsible for the
national, political, religious and even social fights of this world, I am not guilty referring to
any at least accepted interest and a victim of such fights. I am also sustaining the democracy,
like always.
Every day I am attacked the whole day long and I bear pains and willingly done damages
from the past. The sum of pains gets immense. Repeatedly I was then meeting persons which
I did not to have a trouble with, being provoked around that meeting. I am angry that I can not
be perfect then but believe it is not the little provocations, it is just too much what I have to
bear every day and it was even more anyway on those days. Also today I did meet a kind guy,
and I have respect and good positions referring to his side, but I did not behave as good as I
wanted referring to him. I could not explain how big the sum of crimes hitting in my life
really is and how good positions I do really have. But I have exaggerated with some
unimportant matters and did blame before realising who he might represent. I have the very
best positions referring to that side. Situations like this occurred repeatedly, created
misunderstandings and I was a victim in those situations. But victim I was not for this side I
met, but for others did control and produce pain and damage me the whole day long before
and my whole past life and maybe also in that moment, never clear. The little provocations
and trouble maybe bound to those would not have been a problem, but the problem was that I
from being expressively polite and friendly and explaining real things got somebody
exaggerating unimportant and over reacting but not able to explain my positions good enough.
Every day of my life I am still attacked the whole day long by automatic b.c. systems,
automatic acoustical influences and several people. I am still kept willingly in pains from the
willingly done and willingly not cured jaw and teeth, means head problem and by chemical
attacks. I get desperate and stressed like a real victim attacked again is. Fascists and Germans
having a fascist mentality promised me pain and humiliation. Then, with a primitive attack in
the disco, I blamed the attacker to be a fascist and a seemingly French guy did contradict. I
explained that I was searching for years in France for help against the torture in my life and
they did promise und start to help, but later the politics changed and now I don’t know what
happens. But I have formulated wrong because being tired and my French is not good enough,
telling something like the “French did not pay yet compensation”. I am sorry for that but I
could not tell it to this French guy, because he left and a French girl was coming and clinking
to me and we danced very close. No girl, nobody from all there was kind to me, only here!
Then some German guy came aggressively to me, to blame me that she would be too old for
me! Also others were blaming me, telling now the French were the fascists, isn’t it? NO I do
not call the French fascists, but those calling those fascists yesterday and those who attack and
humiliate me! But this is more than some people the state and automatic systems. Encore moi
je veux excuser pour j’ai dis quelque chose mal, le françaises ne faut pas payer rien a moi, j’ai
seulement vouloir dire que quelques intéresses, plusieurs Allemands et le état allemande faut
payer dédommage, mais ils ne payaient pas! Mais j’ai attendu que en Français me veut aider
et ne pas défendre un criminel qui me attaque. Mois, j’ai une position de amitié a rapport de

France et Françaises, je appris le français pas du tout facile pour mois, pour éprouver ça, mais
quelques Allemands, qui me attaque et dommage avec beaucoup des autres choses aussi, me
forcent en conflits avec Françaises. Quand il faut payer beaucoup plus comme tout les valeurs
qui existent, for très bonnes raisons, mais je suis attaque, je ne peux pas accepter le reproche à
mon adresse. Aussi jetait attaqué beaucoup de fois pur avoir acheté une voiture Peugeot,
allemands me veulent obliger de acheter VW. Deux semaines en retard dans en tunnel je
passe chaque jour, était quelque chose sur la rue qui a casse tout la roue et ne pas seulement
éventre les pneus.
Encore excuse a la adresse de un très aimable français, parce que j’ai mal formule pour limites
de langue que j’ais dis, je suis une vrais victime, mais luis et les Français ne me doivent rien.
To avoid such situations it has to stop that I am attacked every day of my life the whole day
long, but helped and compensated instead. Those attackers are on a level of murderers,
inverting justice too extreme. But I can still forgive…..
19.06.2013:
I am still attacked in my own habituation.
I am still attacked always when going out. Using the brain control and predicting what I will
do. A woman standing near the cashier screaming every piece I buy, then one can see this in
my basket. Also it is serious head ache and blocking of my own thinking ability, when they do
this. I can not defend!
Whatever side they tell to be, considering all facts in my life, all accepted rules of wrong and
right and all accepted interests, every good human does want that I am compensated and
knows that I am an innocent victim. To still attack, is something on level of murderer and the
mentality of those can really be compared to that of the worst fascists.
__________________________________________________
20.06.2013
Even when good human in this world and all accepted interest sides want to help me to be
compensated, considering their official positions, I am still continuous attacked the whole day
long with many methods and way. But it is really direct extreme fascism hitting in my life! (I
claim from the international community that they have to stop that, punish the criminals to
learn that that was not allowed and to take care that I am compensated! I blame them to
contribute on a crime of more than 6 000 000 crimes before law, daily little torture and
damages, daily willingly done pain and a lot of humiliation for more than 40 years! Nothing
could ever be brought against me, telling the truth! Only for crimes committed on my life
personally I want to be compensated. Still read for clearer http://help.innohum.com
____________________________________
21.06.2013:
Yesterday before sleeping very old neighbours made noise and my soul found bound to them,
I felt damaged, don’t know how it is done, suddenly I felt older and sick. In the morning
these old neighbours told Norbert should get a woman and then but we are Norbert. Suddenly
I felt very tired and had no energy for standing up and I felt desperate and wanting to die. Half
an hour later I could not see anymore, pains appeared in my body, I felt empty and life
hopeless. My whole soul and thinking was seemingly happening outside of me at those
neighbours. I could not find myself inside me anymore. I could not start my day. I took all my
power and left place. Then things got better and also an hour later I could see again. Pains got
lower again.

Voice from some neighbours: you are the hate! After 5 minutes group of young woman on the
street appears. First they tell with self confident of an adult accusing a bad child: Norbert, we
hate you. After 1 minute they almost scream clearly: Don’t you hear you are the hate?
The facts in my life tell that everybody participates on the worst form of actual fascism,
bound most of all to that fascism of the past, hitting in my life, even when they mean to be
another side. Every good human and every acceptable side want that I am compensated and
stand against pains in my life. Still many hit in my life and they play also to be important
interest sides, Germans playing to be others. Arguments, proofs are more than sufficient that
everybody is an extreme criminal standing against my life and dignity and everybody from an
acceptable or better side wants to help me. It is a humiliation to all the simple people, to all
winner sides against fascism and to all those moderate socialists which, to allow all those
damages, calumniations and pains done to me and to tell that some of those could have
wanted that. Considering the intention and mentality, they would be then the same with
fascism.
They damaged an innocent and they humiliated the damaged more than 100 thousands of
times for being damaged, as that would be guiltiness. I have never done anything in my life
and never standing for anything what could officially be blamed. My parents and Grand
Parents were never attacked and damaged and not blamed. More guiltiness than my birth I
could not have. But I was the only one accusing fascism as a child among German speakers,
in Romania hated very much for that. Still, for the damages on my body done in Romanian
hospital they had to pay for! A power controlling many and a lot of people could not stop to
hit the victim!
A power controlling many and a lot of people could not stop to hit the victim. There are huge
bills and compensation to pay, more than possible, but a little part of possible would satisfy
me already. But nobody was there to really force them to stop and to really pay when they
would have to pay! Still some really good people do help, but it couldn’t change anything yet.
People talk about me in a way like they would be God and I have to feel inferior. When many
unknown people have such positions as it happens, a life is not possible. But additionally
many humiliations happen with brain control only possible or also direct. When I answer to
these people, they tell me that I have to die with damages pains until (which I always had and
have), because those fighting will die in society. That means, I have to die with pains until or I
have to die with pains until then. Since the age of 3 all my options were exactly this. There
can’t be a reason and nobody ever brought any. But they want to attack me.
All those bound most to fascism of the past and all those I have seen to still stand for fascism
today are privileged in the brain control system and never attacked or humiliated. But they
attack me and others sometimes. Nobody is attacked all the time like me here in Germany and
nobody is humiliated not even in comparable way like me, but mostly not at all. My parents
and grand – parents were never blamed or called guilty; they had huge advantages in my
lifetime and more than that guiltiness since birth I could not have. Why doesn’t it stop that
they hit a victim? How long to how many I should complain, doing it since 20 years?
_________________________________________________
22.06.2013
When waking up, immediately attacks start: binding to several very old people in my mind
and humiliation by words from the surrounding. They have no political position anymore, still
people attacking make with high effort clear that they are the “we” meaning all people in the

world from which I am excluded, being the other one, never with any “we”. I live isolated but
continuous severely attacked and humiliated, different than all the others. But did I reach or
deserve that for something? Certainly not! One owns me that I have friends and find a life!
I never gave a reason and my family nobody had difficulties from, but they ordered when I
was 4 years old, that I would be the "enemy of all the people". I was scared and angry, but
attacked from all and only German speakers around me until today. Germans in Germany are
those humiliating me continuous. But the game is not done by my parents, they got valuable
means to get better then naturally and were with others together when I could hear them
deciding, that I will have to be the bad one, having slit eyes suited best, the other will easily
follow and all the others would be too good for that.
I was a victim of pro Fascist German speakers being a child and know that a part of the brain
control system is still fascism, even when they have officially lost, but does that system
officially exist? I will always fight fascism and thus fascist mentality on other people. But I
want to be compensated for the crimes committed on me during my lifetime. Please read
http://help.innohum.com Not the brain control system as is, but the fascist part of it and that
they contradicted extremely my life, making it painful and impossible all the past time, I
complain about. Ask compensation.
Every 2 minutes a hitting comes over my body, 24 hours a day. I am attacked from people
around me no matter if neighbours or people in the store or on the street. I am attacked much
more from the brain control system in my head synchronising mostly with acoustical attacks,
with gas in my own habituation damaging me on body and soul but not extreme, still daily.
________________________________________________
25.06.2013: Antwort auf Badoo, wollte ich mir merken: OK, genauso könnte ich sagen, du
bist zu jung! Ich hatte mich ja auch gefragt, was das soll! Aber man kann durch eine
Freundschaft zu einem gut gesinnten Menschen doch gegenseitig Vorteile haben. Ich bin so
ein gut gesinnter und gebildeter Mensch. Trotzdem, ich kann gut verstehen, dass du ab 40
nicht gerade deine freunde suchst. Ein Tip: Kann man aber auch einfach so sagen: nein, sorry,
keine Lust. AAALLTT glaubst du dass ich nicht genug mit der Zeit schimpfe? Musst du mich
daran erinnern?
_______________________________________
2.07: posted
I point here that the extreme discrimination, attacks, unavoidable created pains, very many
little and many serious damages, calumniation and humiliation is a sum which can never be
excusable for any reason in this world and the only guiltiness which I could possibly have is
the hereditary guiltiness, which would not charge me really. I know that most Germans do
live self confident and with good chances, but never experienced any of these troubles. Still
today in Germany authorities and important Germans have the position that I am so German,
that all these crimes were really allowed and not guiltiness, but it would be necessary to
continue to humiliate me. I heard in this week in phone calls and from people on street and
neighbours: I would be too old, at least 50 times. Many responsible (at shopping, on street,
searching for projects) treat me in a humiliating way like nobody I could see ever treated in
Germany. They start from first word to talk like I would be a fool. Many people on the street
having huge gifts to get better than naturally on their body tell me, you were just a fool in
your childhood understanding everything wrong but they are just love. I was as a child on the
position that I was the only one from all adults and children present to know that fascism
would have lost and the others told that the fascist leader party would be the side of people,

also in Romania in Socialism. I was contradicting and accusing fascism, but was alone with
this position, no joke. Anyway, what could I have understood wrong when it was surely
impossible to me to avoid to get damaged and tortured? What was to understand with 3, 5, 8
and 12 years, to avoid damages on body and torture? I was standing with all my thinking and
will against fascism consequently since the age of 3! I am still attacked in many ways and all
my past life was to be attacked continuous without that I ever did anything.
_____________________________________
3.07.2013:
As told, being made brain controllable in Romania exclusively the German speakers took the
profit, but could humiliate and force me many times with. I met a Romanian in Germany at
work, we got kind of friends and I was talking Romanian to him. I did this on some day so
well, that Germans around me told, oh, he is Romanian! They looked at that other Romanian,
like he would be dead if a look could kill. Then some German speakers from Romania and
some Germans around did call him to talk with him. I got only that they told, “He was the bad
one and now he should be Romanian? We can not do then …?” More I could not hear. In the
past in Romania and Germany it was ordered that I have to be the bad one but I did not do or
tell anything to get that bad one, but I suffered more than 600 000 crimes for that! Then this
guy was not looking friendly anymore, staying at distance. The brain control forced me to
follow to a control, so that a talking of some people outside was proving that I did follow with
my sudden talking coming out of my mouth to their will. Then this guy from Romania looked
straight at me telling: To Romanians never this could happen, he for example never had to do
something. 5 minutes later, he told something and suddenly my mouth was again telling
something, which clearly showed that I did follow to his will. It was the first time a Romanian
speaker Romanian did take a profit from this control. Then he told, so Romanians can do! Be
aware he was like a friend constantly before then suddenly doing this and never looking at me
anymore. Shortly afterwards I was thrown out from work because they heard that I told some
words when just I should be working. But I did not tell a word which could be blamed, I was
just humiliated from the control to having to tell these words. Another Romanian speaker
from Romania replaced me. These were Romanian speakers I met in Germany, who are big in
Germany! But Romania owns me compensation and no hereditary guiltiness could change
that, could excuse possibly the majority of crimes committed there against me! And those
installing the brain control and testing it, were really telling against my presumption, that they
do not see a mistake in the whole history on German or Austrian side, but on the Turkish side
and Germans and Austrians did help them against the Turkish! Turkish I was not, just having
a Turkish sounding name and slit eyes, so that side did not help me and nobody did blame
those doing it.
I was discriminated, disadvantaged, attacked, damaged and had to bear pains unavoidable,
almost daily! Then, many times, when I was hoping to get a little advantage or a problem
solved in my life, ostentatious very many people were posed before me in getting that
advantage, telling to me also, that I have to learn, they all come before me. I was very lately
then also allowed to forward in that, but stopped from reaching it completely in the end. This
repeated many thousand times in my life, when waiting at a doctor to be treated, when waiting
in the restaurant to get a seat, when reaching courses at studying, trying to get close to women
and many more. I tell you clear here and there is no other proof, that I was a victim of the
German and / or Austrian interests of the past guilty kings (which many in Germany don’t see
to be guilty but they live best life quality and no sorrow) and a victim of late fascism, having
since the age of 3 latest 6 constantly and only the positions of the winner sides considering
these wars. Why do I have to suffer this? How can I be so inferior, that I get continuous
damaged and having to bear pain from willingly mistakes and not treating at dentists and
ENTs anyway and am additionally collectively attacked from my environment and damaged

with visible things in my life? The many extreme crimes I had to suffer, I want to be
compensated for and a lot of bills for being used without to ask are also to be paid. But this
usage I took care not to make me guilty before anyone.
When I search for a project now, I constantly get from 5 sides already the answer, that they
had so many appliances suddenly for that position and they have to consider these many
others, so they can not take me.
But I am absolutely sure, that there is nobody in the whole world who is not crippled, dead or
definitely sick to death, who is more victim of unavoidable pains and damages and willingly
destruction of possibilities in and quality of life, also of calumniation and humiliations, than
me in the time when I was living. But the most did so infinitely better than me.
After writing that before, the neighbours were sending a child on the floor screaming: You
were the AMIS and that means you were the fascists. We all are the winners! In past month I
had so much sorrow that I had to hear a lot of pro fascist and German national extremist
positions in the night and around, not knowing exactly who is doing it, but like in the past too,
nobody got a problem with it except me! My talking was stopping that, complaining even at
police, which in proven way has in the past contributed to sustain fascists in attacking me.
Even when forced in a protest, I explained to stand for the rights of the simple people even
then, so that any damage done to me can be only a crime, but to be hit continuous every day
of my life, like it happened and damaged severely and daily still attacked and damaged again,
those could not want that, they had to take some billion people before me to mistreat them
more, but only a few can daily be attacked from thousands. Don’t forget, still most and mostly
Germans and German speakers who attack me.
Not good enough in the west?
I was a victim merely of late fascism and always standing and making clear to stand for the
rights of all especially those who need sustaining, the poorest. It was thus a crime to be
damaged and not normal to be tortured in the east. My intellectual and verbal protest there
made me understand that there are positions on the side of communism and eastern socialism
which could not help the poor and bring problems in society and that such a solution could not
last forever, if they don’t change many things in their way. But the protest was still a game of
other people with my life, who have used me, without to ask, also for very many not so
polarised games and I could not avoid all that to happen. Still extreme damages and torture
were effectuated on me, even when they had to kill 5 millions and damage other 10 millions
in that country when measuring with same measures! Therefore today one really owns me
compensation and also bills to pay. Now a strong will in the society humiliates me and tells
me that I have to get hired and can not be freelancer anymore, because I would be too close to
communism. It is like I would not pay a bill because I do not like the face of the sales person,
but have used the object for 10 years already! Do you, from that side want to have that face?
Then I really was damaged and attacked almost every day of my life with many things, did
bear pain and humiliation continuous. I really stand for the rights of the poor and of all
people, also when I could imagine to bring the advantage for all by an own enterprise, e.g.
producing innovative products or similar. Terrible criminals are also those, who tell that the
people and the side of the poor wanted to hurt me in continuation. I was hurt and damaged
much too much in my life and any success made impossible by huge effort and attacks. I have
not guiltiness before any humans or any legitimate interest. This can be explained with many
words not here and justified. I am only personally in this situation!
________________________________________________
5.07 not published 9.07

I am still continuous attacked, from the first second of awareness in the morning to the last in
the evening. Electromagnetic attacks in my brain do a lot of painful moves and produce
together with stimulated, always present body pain real serious torture. It becomes this torture
especially when they “read my mind out” but more they destroy any own move in my head
before able to do that. Acoustical attacks from people on the street and neighbours. All this
continues then the whole day, no matter if I am on the street, at work or shopping. Some
people around get the privilege to predict all my moves. I have to live that way since 15 years
only, almost daily. The whole day at least once per 2 minutes in average I do hear something
giving me sorrow, often synchronised to painful brain control: I am old, I was tortured with
that and that but they enjoy life, that bad happened or that bad will happen... No break.
9.07.:
Really who today did not understand that I am a real victim of neo fascism of our time and
who, knowing everything what I told and considering how true it is, does not want that I am
compensated and that all calumniations and humiliations, also all bindings of my life to
political, national or religious fights, other than for compensation, should be stopped, is a
criminal also serving the most extreme actual fascism, as it exists today in the world. This is
not at all a comparison to victims of the past and I do never compare me, being a victim, to
crippled or killed and never to the victims of the fascism of the past.
Also, any relation to the power of the guilty kings of Austria or Germany of the past, could
mean that I am a victim of those powers, as they exist today or as they still influence today. I
am the side standing between nations and races and being victim for not being able to defend
myself and no side really caring for me!
But thank you for those, who try to help!
________________________________________________
10.07:
Many times in my life those fascists who told that they do not see a guiltiness at all in history
on German or Austrian side (telling without to be asked about both) but they want to prove
that fascism would have won in hidden way and they will bring fascism to late victory, were
those operating me in Romania to get me electromagnetic controllable, could predict many
times what important powers of this earth will do and impose their will to them. They have
shown me that, not telling it to others. They have also tortured and mistreated me every day of
my life, trying to force me all the time. They could prove me today to be able to prevent the
USA of helping me. They are everywhere and seem to be everything. My life has not reason,
no hope and never had a chance at all. Only torture, pain humiliation, mistreating, isolation
and calumniation, was everything what my past life was. Why should I endure that?
17.07:
The fact that I, completely different to all around me still do not have rights at all and am
damaged and mistreated, did not really change. People around shout loud different things
creating a political or national polarisation about me. Only which side they want to see me
changed. But I was never any of the sides mentioned this way, but I could never see anyone
else to experience that other people continuous tell something about him and make publicity
out of that. All those people do know, that I don’t matter. They live using me and they keep
all values only for them.
The above mentioned does not mean those who call me Jewish. I feel honoured to be called
that way and I see myself between nations and races. I know that community deserves
compensation just for being part of that community and I certainly do not and can not be
compared with any victims from the past, also never to crippled or killed people. But I sustain
the right of compensation of the community Jewish really not depending on what I am, even
when I am certainly a victim of late and actual fascism, people making me brain controllable

and torturing me making my life impossible through that control, calling themselves fascists,
telling to bring with the brain control the fascism to a late hidden victory and telling that
fascism would thus have won. Also that doctor operating me to get me brain controllable told
that he could not see even the slightest guiltiness in history on German or Austrian side, but
sees the Turkish to be guilty for having stolen women and goods from Romania and Germans
and Austrians would have helped. Therefore they will prevent that I could ever reach a
woman again. During Socialism in Romania indeed there were all girls from my form / class
being friend to me, (I had the most girl friends) with force away, punishing them and telling
he can never reach girls again, we keep that promise! It is serious when I call Ceausescu
communism at least 60% fascism! There were many things pointing to that!
17.07: an email senden wenn Bestätigung ruft!

19.07:
Today, like on many days in my life, people around me came with terrible hate over me to
punish me, making noise like air planes who throw bombs and I have head ache because
dentists willingly damaged me so that an infection clinked to the ear, making this effect. I
remember my grandma telling that the brother of my father did make noise like air plane
throwing bombs, when German speakers were hiding expecting the bombs from British or US
side. There were no bombs in Romania, but he has faked the British bombers with his mouth,
getting these people angry. What I want to add, my whole life I was attacked almost every day
up to more than 1000 times per day, damaged and never repaired from doctors and humiliated

and kept in body and psychical pain unavoidable every day of my life! I was no political side
and between nations and races, attacked and damaged from my own family, but much more
from other people around me. Discriminated and excluded from all societies, I could never
represent any of them and not pay for any of their guiltiness. But how ever one want to turn it,
I was innocent and I was damaged! I was standing only for things no ever accepted political
side could really blame and being always against the known bad! What ever they know about
the past, to continue to attack and separate me, to continue to observe and damage me is per
se such an extreme crime, that I want that international community helps me to really get bills
and compensation others really own me paid and to really be protected from further attacks
and damages! I claim this from the winner against fascism as well as from the whole
international community today!
The consequence to be damaged and tortured even worse, each time when telling to have been
damaged and tortured, is also something people don’t believe to be usual today, but my daily
life all the past 22 years. Also, serious head ache can be stimulated electromagnetically
because of doctors have failed intentionally and is synchronized to control of feeling and
thinking in my own brain and also to sounds and talking of people. This is more than
tantalising, it is really all 4 together torture! This is done to me daily 1 to 500 times per day in
the last 10 years. Remember: also today! And that consequent answer was never different.
Really, only some Jewish people helped me again, like also in my childhood and youth! I
expect compensation and excuses from Germans. It was enough now (oh, since longer), to
torture and attack me! Some British people and some US have also excused, French promised
me help and Russians also showing sympathy! What is with the Germans and who are those
up to several 100 people attacking me still daily in Germany? Never a German has excused
before me and many humiliate me daily. Especially in accusing me with direct body pain
damages for not to be the people’s power which they “had to fight against me for” only
Germans participating but never happened while I was living in the East and these Germans
could not get enough to “PUNISH THE GUILTY”!
21.07.13:
I was last night in the disco and I will always respect the owner and the personal, being so
kind to me! I was so happy, that in the end some people did talk to me: A girl, leaving alone
and 8 men, another girl telling from 10 meters that she wants to come with me and running
then with 3 other men quickly away. Three men, one with a Bat - Shirt, were very kind and
we changed numbers to chill maybe together. After giving them cards written on handy
number, email and “friends are the best you can get in life”, they, talking first that I am a
victim who should be compensated, then suddenly the only one who has given me also his
number, has started to tell that he wonders that I was a victim of late fascism, because he can
see that I am looking so very German. I told: I was victim for being hurt from crimes and
those people were partially standing for the fascism of the past, but it is not nice how he sees
it and if he looks well, I still have the slit eyes I was attacked and humiliated so many times
from German speakers for in the past. He told, that would not disturb him and he can see that
I am looking really German. So he does not understand how I could be attacked from fascists!
They called me then repeatedly with my name on the card, but did not reveal anything from
them. They started to treat me like a girl! Then I realised, that they were all 3 a head or more,
bigger than me! Also they developed theories about German and not German looking people,
telling that I had to look brown on skin, for being a victim of fascism in Germany! I gave
them my cards!!!!! I do feel so bad now, I could kill myself. I remember that mostly when
going out in the night either I was damaged and many time humiliated, physically attacked
and hurt not doing anything myself, and the from me called police did not allow any other
guilty then myself, or a much bigger danger, damaging me for month or years in my life, was

coming over me! I thought, “Now I have found kind people!” OOOOOHHH, so different! I
want to point clear that I do not compare myself to crippled and killed and never to the
victims of the past, but I was really often a victim of neo - fascism, having also influence in
the German police today!
Last night I left the window open and forgot to pose the second alarm system on. When I
came back, the first alarm system could not be disarmed from me anymore. I did not fail, but
the system gave alarm, impossible to stop for 5 minutes. In this time, nobody reacted, even
when I have damage now on the left ear. No reaction at neighbours. When I bought that alarm
system, every time I left home the alarm sound could be heard in a neighbours apartment
exactly when I had the key in my lock on a certain position! Every time, but the sound
damped, clearly to hear still. When I came home, provoking, many things were changed in my
habituation. Annoying!
There are a lot of fascist really in this area around Stuttgart, more than anywhere else. But for
sure, they are not controlled in their minds and they are not willingly kept ill from doctors. It
is really done to me, still! Daily torture! It did not stop, that I fell something moving inside me
every time when I sit on PC or anywhere longer in same position. Then always it happens that
my own life energy and concentration gets out of my body and I feel it would be with some
past 75 years old people. I get very tired feeling hopeless and wanting to die, when I do not
force my will to stay inside myself. But to force that is such a stress, that I get tired after a
while too. It is real torture, trying to work on my PC! Also noises mostly synchronized to that
move in my body, noises coming from those old neighbours apartment.
28/07/2013:
The last 10 days of holyday I was really attacked continuous every second in my own
habituation. Electromagnetic brain control, chemical substances and sound produced from
people in neighbourhood (talking and moving), perfectly synchronized to conditions,
positions or feeling and thinking in my brain, or often serious em stimulated head ache. I
could not relax, not work, and not concentrate on anything. Impression life energy and
concentration was forced to run away, where the noise comes from. Then desperation,
emptiness, tired, unfocused, different when going out. It really would have been nice time
without to be attacked. The complex of my thinking was reduced to an idiotic 1 channel
torture, in which positions of my brain like is ok or not ok or so were plaid with a certain
sound moving above my head. Suddenly I realised, for continuing a simple thought like going
to eat or not I was waiting how the sound plays, to know if ok or not. Also dependency trained
thus!! Many other similar tortures (synchronising to stimulated body pains, at least really
torture)!
Also I realised that it really was fascism which has made me brain controllable and still
tortured since 35 years, every day with it! I still do not blame any of the accepted and
important powers of this world, because I know they can not care for me personally so much
to free me from the position of the discriminated and mistreated when such a terrible hate
cares to hit so continuous and detailed. I know they are German bound and even fascist
interests doing the torture to me. But the brain control, forced me hundreds times the last
days, more than 10 000 in the past, to attack or blame the British side. The brain control in my
head produced pain and gave impression of damages when I did not agree to blame or attack
them in my mind, relaxing pains immediately when I faked that I could give back, but didn’t!
I really respect for good reasons the British side and admire the royals and their growing
family! Like thousands of times in the past, by torturing and controlling me more, the brain
controllers want to prove a guiltiness of mine. My serious question is before who’s eyes they

still need a proof when I was not compensated and they not in jail and how can it be that they
can afford to attack me however they want?
I was no political side, standing for the rights of all people, being more against fascism than
the most standing only for the internationally officially good things and against the same view
bad things. There were hours to explain why I am not eligible to pay for any groups guiltiness
or of mine, but that some own me compensation and bills to pay. Internationally this was
accepted from almost all important powers; practically I am attacked, damaged and tortured
every day in continuation! Who is who?
5.08
I explained here and elsewhere now so much of having been attacked, damaged, mistreated up
to torture and humiliated almost daily and mostly many times per day, many days seriously
and some times extreme, even when that is relative and I am not dead or crippled, but almost
everything to that limit. I do not compare at all to any dead, crippled or sick to death and
never to any victims of the past. I did never do anything to anyone, respecting all important
actual interests, rules about good or bad and standing on the very best side only. I was also
used, misused and forced against my will in conflicts, keeping myself my innocence. I was
seriously damaged, but repairable! I was understanding why and standing against fascism
since the age of 3 and a victim of late fascism. The brain control introduced by an operation in
the hospital in my head as a child was preventing me to sustain my own rights, but until today
pushing me to look much worse than I am, even when mostly 1 of 10000 trials maybe half
succeeded and my real positions could never be changed by that control. But the doctor and
those testing the controllability were extreme and convinced fascists, calling me inferior to the
German race, Germany and Austria innocent in history and the Turkish guilty for wars, stolen
women and goods. Those taking the profit behind the control in my head were and are
German speakers in Romania, Germans and Austrians in these 2 countries, when I was there,
many thousands of times, terrible humiliating and damaging for me. Also about 5 people from
some other sides, unimportant in my life. Still not all German speakers in Romania were
fascists and not all fighting the communism neither, neither all German speakers or Germans.
But I was no political side and even when standing more than the most against fascism, also
for other reasons not blameable. There are much more things to tell, filling many pages, many
told many times, as mentioned. When I complained so many times, many reacted positively
and even in actual time many are kind and helping. Still since Friday also many attacked
again, and I was seriously damaged. The attacks are dangerous and could damage me
essentially, the one damaged more than 100.000 times! Chemical substances, manipulation of
food and air I have to breathe. I try to defend, but who knows how much it is possible and
what the damages could be! I am scared, also by the verbal attacks of many people, also about
those having tortured me in the past do well and I am still in the position of the discriminated
and attacked. So, no life but a lot of torture? For what reason? But those blameable and
responsible to equal were those attacking me! I was now frightened from a voice from the
neighbourhood with to be killed because I am not so subordinated never to complain, as
necessary.
7.08:
I was bothered with some words and trained also em in my head more than 8000 times in the
last 4 years. These words told could not necessary mean something bad, but I can therefore
understand only something bad. But always it means to involve in a privacy area that is
sensible and normally one does not involve. Today, on Wednesday morning at breakfast some
people were very kind to me but told this word too. But it could have been good meant. My
reaction to blame that nice woman for fascism was not fair. Even when I am a victim of late
(after war) fascism and some other fanaticism and criminality, I still am not perfect when

blaming others. My situation of innocence but a victim one owns to, not cleared here neither
with those people, not about that! I do not know if I will ever meet them again, but I would
like to clarify that I excuse for my blaming, but am grateful for the nice time and the other
good words that family has told me. Certainly, I was not talking about or meaning generally
sides, but neither these people I do not want to blame. They are certainly no fascists, but
friendly people. Only when I would not have been such a victim, like so many times, I could
get along with some little challenges. Mostly I can not, because I am damaged. Then these
problems should stop that I am helped? I mean that help would be for me deserved and fair. I
would like if I could reach these people somehow with this message.
10.08
Since many years I can not defend against being damaged by the air and foot in my own
habituation and elsewhere sometimes. All past days, today it is the same! Damage essentially.
This gives serious burden to me and stops me from living my life, even when not killing me.
With all trials the atmosphere in my habituation gets terrible, this can be no happening. I have
told and written a lot, hard to repeat so many times. It was cleared with repres. of all 4 winner
sides against fascism that I can not be counted with any group guiltiness, but some own
compensation and bills to pay. Yet I am professionally damaged and manipulated in painful
and damaging way. The damages really hit in my life and I can not live this way. I want that
those bills and compensation have to be paid and that nobody has the courage to attack and
damage me again, what still happens every day the whole day long, with some exceptions. No
wonder when I have to fail sometimes, for example blaming some innocent people for
fascism. I risked my credibility, being really a victim of late fascism. But those meaning that
the end of the east would allow accusing me again for having been against fascism, like in my
childhood (when I wasn’t seeing anything wrong, but most others, I was attacked and
punished for saying that fascism was a crime and guiltiness and not for saying that I would
not want to pay with the other, like they like to turn it today, terrible), are a terrible pain to
me, still I am damaged and attacked daily, not them. I got the victim those late fascists were
telling me that I will get not understanding that my life is in their hands. In who’s hands were
and are the human rights and the law? The crimes done to me are more than ever accepted
that would have been done in the time I was living and not even the 10000ds part could be
excusable for anything at all, even not with an interest fight! I am not a fool but manipulated
and controlled which succeeds sometimes to force me into failure. Last weekend I got a food
in a restaurant making my liver and stomach ache for a day, having confusion in my mind for
4 days and getting suddenly extreme masculinity for 2 days. Exactly then I was tortured with
extreme head - pains em produced (and by the willingly failure of dentists) and synchronized
to talking of other people. Certainly I could not behave, shouting around. It is unbearable to
be accused when being such a victim like I am and those people who do accuse or attack in a
planned way, do really serve the worst criminality possible and the real fascist interest of the
past. To all having misunderstandings I can forgive. Forgiving is for me not the problem,
neither to understand the rights of other people, victims or interest sides. But other people and
some interest sides did not understand for years, that I could have rights too. And what did
they have to forgive to somebody who was a victim every day since birth and between nations
and races? My position is more than justified, more than necessary and sufficient reasons do
exist, considering all known and accepted interests, also those being not the communists. This
remark because I am blamed for that when I am against fascism, still against the crime of
fascism I will always be.
Short: I deserve and need help for a good life even when able to live my life, but I am still
attacked and damaged. The control in my head, chemical and other attacks are a serious
burden and so I can not have a life. That’s it? Only torture and humiliation and then death? I
do not compare to any victims of the past, to any killed or crippled or sick to death. But there

are no words to tell how every day the whole day long everything nice is destroyed and
damages and pain created, with huge effort. But the most have a different life today!!
17.08.2013
I was attacked every day of my life and I was a real victim of late fascism. I am in sure way
really kept willingly sick from dentists, who damaged me in the past and don’t want to
remove that damage. That is torture done to me in professional way. Nobody, even today ever
changed that. I claim that the international community had to do that, if the fascism did not
win! I want that also the hidden fascism damaging me and being part of the brain control to
loose. I am writing here and elsewhere since my whole lifetime. Please help, who are you
people in this world?
24.08.2013
As I justified so many times before, I am not only a victim of late fascism and at least good
enough referring to all accepted interest sides of this world, but I can not be eligible to pas or
respond for any groups guiltiness at all, especially not that of those groups being guilty for
both world wars, but some interest sides and many people own me bills and / or compensation
to pay. I can not repeat the whole justification taking hours, but rely on former agreement
with important sides of this world (4 winner sides).
Still I am attacked, damaged, kept in damages and pains, mistreated and humiliated every
single day. It was same throughout my passed life, but on many days much worse and on
some serious damages and torture were done to me. I did never do anything to anyone.
Still when my life is only trouble and being attacked, living alone and with easily curable but
never taken professional damaged from dentists, means real pains, when some people come
over me and provoke me with essential things in my life, I repeatedly can not be perfect with
my reaction. I am sorry for that and I wanted to show my not blameable, very best position
considering every accepted and important interest. I anyway respect all nations and races and
every good human on this earth is my friend (considering me). But I hope that “you” can
understand that when I am controlled, manipulated and tortured and there is no trace of
motivation in my life, that I do not have to be perfect, it would be more than impossible.
Considering the many influences and controls I am suffering daily off, I say it had to be OK to
me and all considering me without that I really try but it was never OK even when I was
trying a lot. Bills and compensation should be paid, but more any further crimes stopped. This
is not necessary the provocations, but the sum of influences done to me. Still a style to respect
a victim society and some interest sides own to, standing only for the best things, was rather
indicated and provocations really a challenge for such a victim. Why, with what you want to
justify, that you can come so to me, without showing respect?
I was tortured very much and manipulated and attacked and provoked in order to tell that
fascism was also playing that the little guy from the people with his testicles wanted to do all
those crimes to the world and this is certainly a humiliation to many innocent man. This way
my real position about it. But it is an extreme crime to dare to force me by torture in such
conflicts because everything necessary to understand about my life was that I have to be kept
away from problems and fighting and compensated and bills have to be paid to me from
people and sides who really own me! I do also understand why men have to learn to behave
and control their masculine aggressiveness, that masculinity might cause aggressiveness and
why some people care to prevent such situations. I do not blame their intentions or politics.
But I blame that one did not understand to pay bills and compensation and to keep me out of
fighting, that one did not consider that I am always manipulated and forced to show positions
and it is not bearable since many years. Still it was now explained from many people and

from the manipulated TV, that people having children on this earth do not talk this way
against fascism and that I would be guilty for that. I was humiliated and blamed many times.
I am attacked now again from more people and frightened, that people of my kind, who know
that fascism wanted to blame the little man with its testicles but that little man would not be
guilty, could never get children again on this earth. But I am just a good guy standing for the
rights of all people, being indeed always against fascism, a real victim of late fascism and
other criminality of our times and suffered more than comprisable many little things that
made my life to be torture every day. I want a hope and a chance in life which I never had.
stop to understand political and national fights, they have hit in my life and destroyed it.
Think about my life which was only pain and humiliations and that I want still to live it.
Also several people, women, in stores and on the street, predict quickly what I will tell or do.
Then they tell: you think this is a crime but you can never do that to me and we doing that
have children and continue to live, but you don't?????? After 620000 crimes and continuous
attacks, keeping me alone, willingly sick and attacked from many every day of my life since
childhood and I have never done wrong to anyone, only that control in my head forcing me in
conflicts which damaged me, they want to tell me that? Can you understand the situation?
I am attacked and frightened that I will have to die and that I will give up anyway. This is told
in many repetitions very painful with synchronisation to some pains in my head what is
possible only because dentists willingly damaged me and willingly don’t repair. That is
torture and it is done TODAY to me! I can still have healthy children and live this way, but
only protecting my body from possible damages which caries left in the jaw could produce.
Bu I was a victim of more than 620000 of crimes from which many serious, but nobody ever
punished the criminals and I was not compensated. I claim from all sides that they teach these
criminals that they cannot proceed this way with an innocent life and that those who own me
bills and compensation, really to pay!
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No, you can not blame me for be the trouble maker or sustain trouble makers. But I can blame
endless. Still I wanted not to be the victim anymore and that bills and compensation are paid.
Why can people attack me now more again? Why started this collective humiliation and
attack again? Did I really have to stand for fascism for being compensated? Tell that to all
then and make it official! I claim that the control pushing these people in attacking me to be
punished and all to learn that they cannot hit an innocent victim forever. My whole past life
was since birth, that all people around me attacked and some damaged me. It stopped for a
couple of month. Now it gets the worst way again.
31.08.2013
In my own habituation I am still continuous attacked, damaged with brain control
synchronized to acoustical signals + I feel like something coming over me, even when I am
alone and this happens only here, even when I stay much in hotels.
I can be multiple controlled and manipulated and instead to stop that and compensate me, the
control gets better and better and really succeeded again, like uncountable times in my life
(but maybe 1 success with 10000 trials which are all somehow torture), to humiliate me
before myself. So, like usually, when I am attacked, damaged and even tortured, they do this
even more until they have a reason to blame. No, not a real reason, because I am a victim with

all that, but a pretext. Mostly, like now, it does not reach even as a pretext, but it is damage to
me, to my dignity, my self confidence, etc. Certainly, I can not be perfect with words, when I
am under conditions of control and torture. My hope was, that this control will not hit against
me anymore. Not the provocative but ambiguous words, but the brain control torture forces
me to react.
Unknown people tell me that I am too old and a grandpa and I hear this 50 times per day.
They also told me for more than 1000 times in my life now again, that people will continue to
have children and do well despite me. ???? Some also show me proud their children, but
nobody did answer like when I was shown to the major of the city: sweet, but what is with
those eyes, are not so good (slit eyes having)!
To be fair: There are also some not knowing me being kind to me and several young women
coming to tell me nice things, too. But I can not believe in a success when I am attacked all
the time. And so easy follow my eyes to the twens, unreachable, impossible to ignore.
To remain fair even more: During the past 15 years in Germany I was not able to get contact
to any people but I was attacked from many daily. Just very few women together with more
men were blaming, humiliating and attacking me in discos etc. During the attacks against me
there were humiliated and blamed also USA, seldom GB and the Jewish generally and it was
a lot talking about symbols of fascism. They were hitting their frustration in a life of a victim
of our time, what I explained many times to be and I could talk years to explain that. But I
was attacked personally even without these matters.
But the brain control in my head, the fact that I am attacked in my own habituation and that
willingly from dentists once created jaw pains are up to today willingly not cured, are hitting
from behind in my life, making me hopeless, no self confidence and growing risks in my life
and body. Why could this not be stopped since more than 15 years? And the national and
political themes mentioned in last post, I did not deserve to have any problem with that and I
just tell what happened, having no intention. I can just tell that I respect all and some even
more from the winner sides in both world wars and I do believe that Germans and Germany
can be grateful to them. I do also respect every nation and every good human on this earth I
want to be a friend to.
5.09.2013:
Even when I was a victim of late fascism and serious discrimination of our time, I could never
defend. I was alone but collectively attacked and excluded from German communities. Very
hard to find friends. Those hitting in my life have power and relations and worked a lot very
effective to prevent that I could find connections or friends, clearly trying to convince
interests and sides against me, were not successful. With a lot of effort, which not all people
could bring, I succeeded to find positive relations and friends outside German communities.
But instead to start now to compensate and pay bills for the facts in my life, one tries again to
bring some not German sides against me. This time following: many people humiliated me
and attacked me on the street. Then somebody was just pointing to this fact but suddenly I got
all stress out there and started to argue with him. This guy was spreading an image to be
possibly French, but talking German. I realized that even when I did merely tell about that I
was a victim in life there was still the possibility of an interpretation which could point that I
would ignore the authority or not regarding sufficiently that this guy was French and I wasn’t
French. Also I realized that as much as I wanted I could not stop to argue. This repeated then
and again when I was arguing because of being attacked from many and many times before,
there was close to me, but I was this time not talking to him, a guy having a style pointing to a

typical French image. Then a lot of Germans on the street (not present at those occasions)
were talking that I would have guiltiness referring to the French. Some people were very
angry that I was getting the French citizenship when I was in France for 1 year as an honour.
No it was pointed from unknown on the street: now this is finished that you are with the
French! Was like a victory they had against me. It is not a mistake that I talk about this brain
control, but they hit terribly again in my life with it, when there were more than 600 000
reasons to pay. I do respect France and would consider not to argue with people coming from
abroad but Germany owns me a lot and I am, different than the most citizens not eligible to
pay for any group’s guiltiness, for more than necessary or sufficient reasons. But the conflicts
in which I get are controlled and still nothing really blameable!
They were trying to bring me against Great Britain with manipulated TV, brain control and
talking of people all synchronized many thousand of times and when I contradicted they were
humiliating me badly, one of the worst humiliations I had to endure. But also this week I was
controlled to react in a not ideal way when even something positive was reminding or
pointing to this side. This was surely also controlled and I succeeded to pose everything right
in the end. But so impossible for me to understand how some people can have so much hate
against my life, that they still want to bring me against interests and nations and those against
me when in my life I was standing only for the very best things but I was mistreated and
controlled and this prevented from being seen so positively, even when not real bad image
possible. Same time many people with very bad positions were posed from the control system
to be very ok and got advantages and international acceptance. Die Deutsche Seite kann mir
nichts vorwerfen! Rein menschlich wären man schon vor vielen Jahren verpflichtete gewesen,
mich zu unterstützen.
I was tortured the whole night long. I am sleeping in these days often elsewhere and I can tell:
I am really attacked and tortured in my own habituation 71116 Gärtringen Moltkestraße 24,
Germany. I do not judge any of the neighbours and want just to stay isolated from them, but I
believe it is rather those living above me than those below, responsible for a torture which is
executed also with brain control and moves and talking perfectly synchronized to the brain
control but also with chemical influences appearing sometimes. Additionally with?? but I can
feel it in my soul, must be brain control. I want to be save from this, I can not continue to live
this way and I bought the habituation (idiotically, but done).
I am not attacked in other places in comparable way and I want to be safe from the attacks and
saved, sorry fro grammar errors.
7.09.13:
In the last 5 weeks I got from environment food / air not by happening, influences to get more
masculine, while mostly I got influences forcing me in direction of feminine. But additionally
I was influenced with something having unpleasant taste and smell, making me immediately
nervous in a way that I want to shout and get angry immediately. So I was getting angry to
wanting to attack a woman telling to like me, also some people telling positive things about
me. Every sound or talking from people when I did not expect that such people could talk to
me did trigger such a reaction, from which the most I could hold back. Add to this
manipulation that I am brain controllable for short times even like a robot, forcing feeling and
thinking and wrong combination of such in my brain, you can know that it got impossible to
me to fight what then happened, a plan of people with my life wanting me bad, like mostly.
But I was attacked many times every days with voices from people I could see or not (e.g.
neighbours in the hotel) telling humiliations, or creating sorrow or frightening me. The simple
sentences, ambiguous if good or bad meant to my address, were following to many real

humiliation heard before, were containing for many years from many people almost daily
trained humiliations, when similar theme was told only to humiliate and act negatively against
me. When I got then nervous, having the negative interpretation about that telling, this was
sure, because too many manipulations were pushing me into that. This was used to tell that
those people would not have been Germans but I would be German and I would have failed
now referring to non Germans. It was told direct or insinuated, by how these persons were
appearing later, after I reacted. Immediately it was concluded that I am generally “that bad
German” which is guilty before the world and many Germans on the street not knowing me
did know that, but not everybody. This happened shortly after I was telling to many Germans
attacking and humiliating me, that I am a victim and a victim of late fascism and one owns me
and I am also lately considered to be a victim internationally. After talking to the 4 winner
sides against fascism about many crimes and attacks done to me almost daily but much worse
on many days in Germany and Romania in the past, representatives of all these 4 countries
called me either Jewish (I don’t know despite a lot of talking in my childhood, but I know that
some Jewish people helped me repeatedly in life) or that a compensation would be indicated
anyway and that they know that I am a victim.
So, I do respect all nations of this world and also all good people and consider also their
responsibilities and positions, as far as known and I can do what I want. But these situations
were all forced in my life and I could not do anything about it.
I forgive to those people involved in the conflicts, assuming that they were not knowing on
what kind of game they participated and that it was sure that it had to go out that way, without
that I could have possibly changed anything. I did not tell anything really bad, rather those
humiliating me before did, but still I am sorry for having told things much worse than ever
could be my intention and I would consider who these people are under different
circumstances. But I can forgive to anyone anyway, only I want that all attacks and damages
are stopped and I get equalled the necessary to have a good life.
__comment
Here could be written much more why behind the sufferance in my life and behind lately bad
happenings stand real bad criminality and direct connection to the fascism of the past.
__new:
I am still attacked, even when not so extreme in my own habituation. But I am attacked in life
everywhere with brain control, chemical influences, collective attacks from many people and
many humiliations. Also in offensive way it is told many times to me that my desire to still
reach young women and to get a wife to have children with would mean that I would be
obliged now to live like and together with and to concentrate also my sexual desire too, to
people more than 25 years older than me! These people aggressively run in me at shopping,
come in groups around me on the street and talking provocative and humiliating things about
me. Also the whole day long, each 10 minutes some young people are shouting clearly to me
grandpa, take your tablets, we’ll talk about illnesses, etc.
Those helping me to reach to have friends still do continue to help and some nice, young
women were so kind to me. But it is very important that on such a day of torture I can look
into a pretty face for 5 minutes and she tells nice things to me. I am psychically under the
conditions I have to live in not able to really reach such a girl, but I will try to free myself
from the shit created inside me psychically from those attacking me and to get better!
_next
Also indeed I have 1 healthy problem: dentists professionally damaged me and did
intentionally not repair that any more and all dentists in Germany contribute. This info is
reliable, it means torture to me and a lot of risks which my body has since 25 years, but no

definite damage yet, so I can get everything life has to give. I still want the doctors in jail and
the problem solved! I can talk here for hours to explain, I am justified! I point that even
official neo – fascists in Germany are not kept willingly sick but many can enjoy their lives
healthy, but there is nothing any acceptable and accepted side could blame me with and more
than 605 000 attacks to be equalled, more than 100 000 crimes punishable by law never
equalled yet and more than 100 serious reasons to compensate. Still it is true: I was pushed
into sufferance for more than 25 years of my life and still kept there by willingly done and
willingly not repaired damages from dentists! Also many other terrible crimes were
committed against me, but never I did something to be a crime. Please do answer to those not
understanding compensation (also bills) to be paid now but torture and attacks stopped is
necessary to happen!
Also it was told recently to me in a hotel in which I was attracted with many tricks to go, that
all those more than 605 000 attacks, more than 100 000 crimes direct punishable by law, more
than 150 000 games I was used for without to be asked, the 4 big damages and tortures
happening in my life, I would never have reached if others would not have plaid with my life
without to ask and mostly against my will all the time, and the fact that others play all the
time with my life, taking everything for their game and control inside me and not allowing
anything nice for myself, I would have owned to my king. When they told this they
formulated in a way not possible to that they just wanted to humiliate kings, but they did. I
respect the existing kings, especially those from Europe and most of all those from th British
side and know that their people do well and they are well paid when serving with something.
Also I expressed my sympathy to the British side and was hated and attacked for that, telling
they would not sustain such sympathy. They could not have meant thus that side and I am
German citizen with all the respect and sympathy to the British side I was not a member of
their side but always had this sympathy and respect.
If I could just explain to the whole world how unfair I was and am continuous treated and
how you feel as a man when really worst discrimination and continuous damages, pains and
attacks are done to you when officially discrimination is not allowed but almost all from all
sides around you live beautiful lives in dignity and happiness. But rather I would not tell
anything but all problems are stopped and I get the compensation and can live a good life.
Still you can not ask that I should not talk about brain control, before that control did not stop
to hit in my life and bills and compensation are still not paid. And justified like this was at all
times everything what I did considering my own will.
9.09:
Even when I wrote that there were more than 100 000 crimes done to me and never punished
or equalled, more than 605 000 times I was attacked and more than 150 000 times used
without to be asked and without that it was asked officially and against the official law of the
countries I was living in, I know that I am not exaggerating but talking about facts. But not
even once in life I did attack. Still some people continue daily to attack, damage or just
humiliate me. I am just a victim claiming to have the right to live, but some people and at
least one interest do not allow me to at all. But all four winner sides against fascism have told
me by direct talking to representatives, that I deserve compensation or to be helped at least. I
was severely blamed not to be the winner when I still blame fascism as guiltiness. Wow, that
is the same this uncle from Thiess Dieter told, when I was a child in Romania, that fascism
would have won. The brain control system hitting in my life since birth blamed me
electromagnetically in my mind uncounted thousand times and posed many people to blame
me more times for the few little things happening in my life some accepted interests could
maybe blame me for. But I was a victim of brain control, manipulations and mostly also

torture to get in those situations and still they are so to be ignorable from serious people, no
matter which of the accepted sides. This system has also proven to know exact details from
almost all times of my life. But they had to know then these more than 100 000, more than
150 000 and maybe even more than 605 000 times which together with all other facts in my
life assure in worst case calculation for myself, that I can not be eligible to pay for any groups
guiltiness, but some interest sides and people own compensation and/or bills to pay to me.
Still never a word about the damages, only to humiliate me for having been damaged, like that
would be my fault. In sure way it was not at all that, because I could not avoid those situations
leading to the damages for reasons posed by other people, playing with my life. That brain
control contributed the most. I could find more than 100 000 general crimes on this brain
controller side. I told, they have to stop to attack or to humiliate or to do anything unpleasant
to me at all, on all areas for not talking about the brain control before bills and compensations
are not paid and they have to save me against damages and pains in life after they have
compensated and paid the bills. Those playing with my life and doing this bad control in side
me match perfectly to all shown images of bad people and even terrorists, which are shown in
films, cartoons, fairy tails etc. But I am just the innocent victim searching for a hope and a
chance in life. Life I never had, torture a lot, I can see no chance hope I have none. But
probably in this night and in the morning attacks were come over me many from which real
crimes at least several and some little damages. I hope that this time it will not be that
anymore, but it was never different in all 30 past years.
14/09/2013:
Even when one would own me compensation and bills to pay and nothing could give to
anybody a right to blame, even when I am not perfect but because being the still controlled
and manipulated victim, and even some good sides and people do really help, still I was
attacked in the morning, harassed the whole night and in the morning and have the impression
to have been damaged over the night, hopefully not too bad. Also I was damaged with my
healthiness over the food again, but can take helpful counter measures to hare a good hope
never to have been definitely damaged in my general healthiness and also nothing visible like
that, not knowing where. Either one comes again in my own habituation because when I was
away for several days the power was interrupted so that the accumulator of the alarm system
got empty. When coming back the whole habituation was stinking because of the fridge. But
when repaired, the alarm system worked again and the fridge clean. Still next time when I left
(alarm system working before leaving, tested) the alarm system did not recognize me at
arrival but did alarm, sending pictures somewhere I do not know. I had to reset the whole
system and took some other measures. With the other alarm system it was the same: the
system did not recognize after a while the remote control and my own password, but did start
suddenly without reason sometimes. Also with that system, when I left home the sound of the
alarm came out but more silent than alarm from the neighbourhood, somewhere, always when
I turned the key to close the door, even at the same angle of turning the key. Many times,
repeatable.
Since I have written last message down I was terrible attacked, every minute a humiliation
and a talking implying my life in big fights and hatred of political and national fights can be
heard. They told also that when it would have been considering me, the whole working class
would be Russians now. With this opportunity I remember that when I told to some people
attacking me here in Germany, that I complained on all 4 main winner sides against fascism
about the attacks and damages, the humiliations and pains done daily to me in Germany, some
representatives of their governments were calling me to be eligible for compensation and to
sustain me. Still there was longer no answer, but the attacks continued. There were some
breaks of attacks, but started again. Then with next time telling this, it came lately the answer:

You do not know that Germany controls Russia today. With this you are just the looser side.
But the crimes committed against my life can not be excusable before the rights, laws und
humanness or morally for anything at all, even when I can forgive to many of those having hit
me.
I repeat again, that I was attacked, damaged, mistreated, used and misused without to be
asked, humiliated and calumniated almost every day of my life, up to many thousand times
per day, since the age of three until now. I was on many days a victim of more serious
damages and crimes and had to bear terrible pains and professional torture almost every day
for more than 15 years. I was one of the few people never attacking, always wanting to help
the needful and really wanting and standing only for those things which could never be
officially blamed. I was a real victim of late fascism and frightened, mistreated and damaged
from people standing today in a clear way in favour of fascism. I was alone in life, attacked
and damaged even from my own family. I was operated several times to get brain controllable
and controlled into my big damage all the time, every second, even when not all controlling
did damage me. Many hundred times in my life, I was manipulated to get in a conflict, but I
always could at least take care not to get guilty before anyone and to make clear about having
not blameable positions, if not every second, then 2 seconds later and before, even when most
of things happening were presenting me in a way I was never willing to appear. It was real
torture and damages to control me in that situation and exactly those who have pushed me
took then care that I was drastically punished and terribly blamed for very many years of my
life for reaching that conflict! But nothing could be named that would make me officially
blameable ever. This game, many hundred times in my life, but many other attacks and
damages done to me too. Those guilty were not official interests, standing closest to German
interests and being partially real fascists. Still many Germans and German speakers around
me were still standing visible or hidden in clear way in favour of fascism, never got a problem
in their lives and were always getting the advantage from the brain control controlling me and
many in society, certainly never talking then about it. I mentioned and there would be to name
many thousand reasons more, that tell clear that even when I was not perfect in life, one gets
guilty to blame me or search for a reason to find the mistake on my side, but even an idiot and
a murderer would have understood now, that the crimes against my life have to be stopped
and one has to pay bills and compensation which one really owns. I was really more against
fascism than those winning against it, but paying very much for that from fascists, who didn’t
like it, no real help against. I was standing more for the rights of the simple people than the
socialists did, honouring their intention to help the poor and regarding all their arguments, but
explaining them the intellectual mistakes in the communist theory and blaming fanaticism and
crimes happening from that side too. I was sustaining the right of all official victims for
compensation and never comparing to bigger victims than I am, but blaming some criminals
with comparison to known crimes, always in a way to respect and not fail referring to the
victims. I was never fighting in awareness for any side, but I was bearing the burden of the
east west conflict, more than many fighting in this conflict who were from both sides well
paid and I got only damages, torture and blaming. But I was attacked and damaged much
more than any interest could ever explain, even that to make a slave and use him by breaking
his will with torture. What ever side is stronger today (knowing that fascism and bad sides
have lost), it is humanness and justice telling that I have to be compensated and bills paid and
one has to stop those humiliating, harassing and calumniating but more those damaging me. It
has to be an answer to crime and a chance for a good guy to live! Nobody could humiliate
himself more or prove to be himself the wrong side than those accusing and humiliating or
doing even the worse things against me. These all rules, laws, knowledge and justice people
know is concluding. Now, what matters for those still attacking?

15/09/2013:
I explained more than sufficient reasons to know that everybody finding a problem with me,
blaming or fighting against my life gets automatically guilty before all good intentioned
people in the world, all ever fighting against fascism, all known and accepted rules people do
follow and the law in most important states, except some real misunderstandings, no matter
that I could forgive to everyone. Last night in the Disco the brain control was controlling my
brain to make pain and problems and giving to people around the opportunity to read out my
mind. Some people I don’t know blamed me about something happening days before 70 km
away. When I was thinking about that, explaining in my brain that this was no guiltiness of
mine, the answer was told from some girls around, but something changed and other words
stopped so that it meant still bad for me. But terrible head ache caused from reading my mind.
Then I repeated to thing it right and finally, after some trials they stopped to bather. The
whole night political and national fights were so imposed to my brain and people
synchronized to it. Every time it happens that way and I have terrible pains and stress
unavoidable and if there is in my thinking, even when this thinking is controlled from others,
something no matter which interest of this world could not find absolutely perfect, people
around blame severely, really hearing my thoughts. It is explained that therefore girls will
hate me and it would be fair that I could not reach them. But then some other people around
fail terribly before the same interests and are loved for that, nobody finds even the slightest
mistake in it. This way around me some people did humiliate the Russians, the USA, Great
Britain and the Jewish very many times. In this Disco, the pain and control done to me was
mostly less than everywhere else and this time it was also not extreme. But more than
necessary to forbid my life completely and to make terrible pain out of it, no matter what I
would have tried. Who finds a problem in that I was getting nervous, even when slightly
visible, fails in extreme way hitting in the victims side!
Why can they hit me all the time and nobody changes that?
I am very disappointed about myself, intellectually blinded several times, even when I know a
control can do that to me I never have a proof, mostly not even to myself. When I failed for
such a reason it was a little failure. Still I was impressed, that somebody nothing having to do
with any control excused when I failed. It was really great. When the TV told some things
today I can not be sure if it was the TV manipulated or really the intention of those shown. I
do respect and admire those shown anyway and would be very honoured to be pointed. No
matter what that really has then to do with my life, I know that I was with those being on the
good side of people, I could not change anything myself in and about my life until now and I
had sufferance and no hope, did not see a chance, almost continuous. This is no blaming to
those people I meant before, neither to anybody wanting to help.
16/09/13:
It is a fact even when only I tell it that I was a victim of continuous attacks almost every day
of my life and much more damages and attacks on many days, and with my will I was
standing really and only for matters nobody could ever officially blame, being no interest but
considering them all, as needed. Political, national and other interests and personality I was
never any of those, but I was a victim of some of those and the fights between them and
innocent before all good and accepted sides and people. I was really used and misused
uncounted times, never asked. The sum of bills and compensations owned to me would
exceed payable amounts, even when I am not killed or crippled or sick to death and I do not
compare to any victims of the past neither. But I want only that all crimes against my life are
completely stopped and I am helped to get acceptance, friends, a wife and at least one own
child. One has direct stolen by force more than 7 women which wanted me and I wanted

them, for some people frightened me that they want to do that and they did, like many other
damages. They are those stating in favour of fascism but having healthy and beautiful children
today. I know that some big and accepted and also good sides on this earth are fair, also many
other sides and people. Then they will and I have understood that they also do sustain me, to
reach that position told above. Still I could see that these sides do really help me, but others
do really hit severely against that help. When doing so they were hitting mostly in my life,
very many times trying to bring me against them or just force me to tell something what could
get them angry in unawareness, also presenting visibly reasons to them to see a problem with
me. The damages done to me are severe and helps intended for me are stopped and
communication changed and positions faked. I am controlled and manipulated that also
meaning pain up to torture continuous for me and have to appear under these conditions
before others. Those hitting in my life, by continuing to do so, not only contradict some
people and sides helping me, but also damage these sides repeatedly, but they damage much
more me! They did never change their intentions, just the way to reach them.
Concise last post: I am the good guy but needing help for being attacked and damaged all the
time. Good people and sides will help me and they do but some do still hit against that. They
try bringing me against them and them against me, many times per day. They contradict and
damage those interests and cheat and lie to them, but creep before them, but they damage
much more me. I am manipulated and controlled and under the conditions of being controlled
and tortured by those hitting me, those helping can only see me if they come to watch.
17/09/13:
In a MediaMarkt store a good example how the brain control damages me. I was having
terrible head – ache possible by willingly failing dentists in the past and the brain control of
that moment. The most accentuated pains are synchronized to the talking of people telling
what gets through my mind synchronized too, but is not necessary that what I mean or really
think. I was already crazy about such influences for pain and anger. A girl was telling me that
I am Jewish exactly in that moment when I was started to complain about being attacked from
the system and people talking together with it. I complained to be collectively attacked even
now like the Jewish were attacked before closed up in concentration camps. Pointing clear not
to compare to any crippled, sick to death or killed and to any victims of the past and sustain
their rights no matter if I am a completely different victim too. But the girl understood
probably that I was blaming her to do these collective attacks and got pale and quiet. Sorry, I
feel honoured to be called Jewish and I will never blame people doing that, especially that
girl, who might have been Jewish. Her telling was also a question, not clear what it was. My
will was to be kind to her and grateful and nothing ever else. Got out different? Ask the brain
control hitting me with many other things every day too. The head ache and humiliation that
thought in your head no matter if imposed can be heard outside, humiliation that these are
always worse than what you would ever represent but still moving in your own head. Only
sometimes my real will gets through and only nice things happen, but still I should not be
attacked with this synchronizing to my brain.
Last week one was trying to bring some Chinese against me because I was many times
humiliated for slit eyes from Germans, it was a misunderstanding what got me angry in the
end and they told me many nice things too. Still they were trained to know things to possibly
give me trouble. Everything so far from justice, but that Chinese couple I forgive too and
remember them as really friendly and open minded people, showing a lot of sympathy, so
they have my sympathy too. When I have misunderstanding it is no happening but the whole
game is forcing that.

21.09: Even when I could never see a use but huge political implications were then occurring,
today it continuous that I am forced to do or tell things making me appear much worse than I
would be naturally, also foolish, but many manipulations and control are done to me to reach
that, what means terrible pains up to torture, damages and many more trouble for me. But
almost everything what is not absolutely perfect referring to one of the at least somehow
accepted interests of this world, no matter which, even when average are less perfect referring
to them all, even when I explain how much a victim and controlled I am, is drastically and
multiple punished. Also a lot of inculpation to an innocent one owns to. After people have
blamed me for that I was searching at getting promised help on side of Russia too, in a
restaurant the brain control was giving me a trouble with a Russian. The brain control plaid in
my head that I want to unite my soul and concentrate my hard entirely in a position I like to
do to a young girl which I love, to an old man passed at least 70. This was forced from the
brain control inside my head repeatedly so strong that I got crazy for pain, having never any
interest on men or older people. This is serious torture too! But this man did turn his head
looking at me and after several times also starting to talk, exactly in that moment when the
control forced me to concentrate on him. This was repeatedly perfectly synchronized. That got
me even crazier. I started to talk complaining generally to be a victim in life telling that my
position and facts in my life assure that I can not have to pay for any groups guiltiness and do
not have any personal guiltiness, but some interests and more people do own me
compensation and / or bills to still pay. He got then nervous telling that I was not Russian but
US and thus the enemy and therefore, when I was damaged it was OK. I was damaged in the
east, but the situation was a game of other people with my life which I could not have
avoided, the damage was a serious hurting of international protected human rights and such
mistreating forbidden even in times of war to a prisoner and the damages could have been
easily repaired, but I was never helped and damaged even more and humiliated and not
treated or mistreated at most doctors were I was in Germany after entering the country. So
many times I complained no help. Then the old man was humiliating me starting to talk about
my sexual organs. That got me with this control in my mind terrible nervous, but the waitress
and toe owner of the restaurant were also Russians and did know each other. Maybe this guy
was the owner. The waitress did not want to bring me the bill so that I could pay and leave.
But she and her daughter were very kind to me in the time before, while I was eating. I called
repeatedly the bill, but she was starting to work in the kitchen making noises and cleaning
dishes etc. So I was standing up to call her to pay and leave because I could not stand the
stress and did not want to get in a fight with that old man. But she started to talk loud alone,
now one has to. Now one has. But she did not intend to come with the bill. I was waiting and
then really getting nervous, then she came and I paid. She told, oh, you just had to tell
something sooner! Just tell it! But I was so nervous because attracted further against my will
from that old man, that I called generally people to be shit who do not do what they should
and other things which are not really nice and I do not have such meaning. Finally I left
without a thing told to be seen direct as an affront on the address of those people, but still
blaming. Days later this attraction to this old man gives me still trouble in my head and I fell
damaged by that. The brain control is doing that to me and the whole discussion and trouble
would not have happened without the brain control would have tortured me. To those
Russians I do certainly forgive, but I do not want to see that old man ever again, the daughter
of the waitress was OK!
Considering the facts in my life there are more than necessary or sufficient reasons to know it
is a crime to inculpate or humiliate me but one has to pay bills and / or compensation, at least
give me my life back and stop the pain. I hate murderers and I was always more against
fascism than most of those who were fighting in the war against it, but even a murderer would
now not to inculpate but that I have to be helped and more everybody else had to have this

position now. But it happens that every day is still pain and humiliation, damage and
hopelessness for me and a lot of effort visible to make that sure!
When I was telling to have seen how the children of most of the German speaker pastors got
relaxed, smarter than naturally, but boys with strong muscle and nice face and women with
big breasts and very feminine body, while everyone else could not reach that in socialism and
I was tortured and damaged for being the “western side”, even when I was forced by torturing
methods in the conflicts but really never convinced for that politics still standing for the rights
of all people, I told also in a restaurant that when I can see people from Germany or Romania
being made today to be much better than naturally, even when I have money I can not buy
such means, then a girl around me, which was friendly to me but related to the Romanian
side, who was made with such means got damaged and looks so simple now. But I was
damaged too and no help. I did not mean to take her or somebody something. I did just mean
that one owns me a lot, has a lot possibilities to pay but one did yet not pay. Only that one
really owns me I want to get! But very many people got very much more than anybody could
have owned them.
It is really humiliating for me too, how much the control could change my inner relaxation,
my personality and concentration ability. I look and live so much worse than it could be.
Astonishing how, after a life of pains, damages and tortures I could not defend against, some
people can really have the interest to tell me that I should not consider me to be too big. Also
when I was controllable like a robot and could really for many manipulation not avoid at all
any of the at least somehow relevant conflicts in my life (which all could have been still
ignored by the other side in the conflict but there were mostly drastically reactions), they
complained that I would be unsubordinated. But those complaining this way are a huge
power, have really good contacts and collaborating with extreme fascists and were always
served from state and law. For 100 000 reasons the unsubordinated blaming was exactly the
opposed. I was generally tolerant more than the average but hit all the time and forced to look
different by torture which nobody else had or has. They really push to extreme the opposition
of justice and the humiliation of those really caring for wrong and right. And I do not confuse
here anything, my positions of wrong and right are not politically dependent. But there are
several sides controlling my mind.
But to be fair: some people in Germany do signal to pay and do something like that, some non
German sides do really help in words and some visible help and I did not want to see the
German speakers in Romania and Germans here to be still fascists. When I blamed I just
defended and the trouble I was talking about really happened this way. Some people really
had such extreme terrible positions. Means the wrong done to me and my anger and
desperation do not make me guilty before anyone and I did not cause the trouble myself! Still
I claim that I get satisfied and I do not ask too much for that. While I have to learn to be the
one failing and too foolish to reach that position, while I am continued to be attacked and
humiliated, this can not be reached. I can not wait longer. When Germans and German
speakers tell I would also be like one of them, they were still reading out my mind and were
many and I was alone and can never read anybodies mind. But every day I am bothered
hundred of times with that some others read my mind out. It is torture necessary to keep me in
this dependency and the dependency is torture too. For being attacked daily by many excluded
and mistreated from society here in a way I hardly can imagine elsewhere and to somebody
else it was done, but even the last is never humiliated. But when I blame I am still afraid about
how their community will answer, because the humanness and justice commanding them to
allow me the good position did not decide in the past. But I agree, political and other interests
were always implied too.

I am continued to be attacked in my own habituation. Also consequent, whenever I have a
phase in my life in which I would relax (shower, stopping to talk to myself, after meal), and
one can not live without relaxation, with exactness of seconds one reacts and does a pain
which necessarily takes the possible relaxation (psychical and or physical unavoidable pains,
repeated many times). Also means to get foolish, willingly done illness by keeping sick teeth
in the jaw and air imposed everywhere to me to refresh the jaw infection keep a stress which
is a thread against my life. Some people then, like always, inculpate me for being stressed.
Certainly I can not believe to have a chance in my life this way, but it was never a chance in
my life. I wrote thousand times, much more explained, always more to tell. But I claim that it
has to stop now and one has to compensate. A minimum of humanness, love and justice
would force every people and sides to do that, but I still do not blame the official big sides of
this earth, because they could not care for me personally in sufficient way like those doing the
continuous observation and torture do, which are certainly none of the official sides.

Ich würde hier ja auch mehr deutsch schreiben, aber ich will dass die Freunde mich verstehen, die ich
nötig hatte zu bitten mir zu helfen ein lebenswertes Leben zu haben. Das heißt aber nicht, dass ich die
Entschädigung nicht von irgend welchen deutschen Interessen erwarte und das klingt nicht so: leider zu
teuer! Kann nur hoffen, dass ich das falsch verstanden habe. Aber man muss erst richtig anfangen damit,
dir Folter gegen mein Leben zu stoppen und auf allen Ebenen zu entschädigen. Denn nur so kann ich noch
eine Chance im Leben haben.

Another matter: A new hope an oral surgeon I was sent to from a pharmacy sending me to an
hospital with a text, explaining that I have pains since years in the jaw and wants to be
checked. When I explained the pains must have been bad intention or worse failure of doctors,
he defended the doctors and then told, OK, you suffered a lot, was maybe not correct. But he
was writing in very old German containing no words related to other languages. OK, I would
not have seen that, if he would not have pointed: is that correct this way? But all those
Germans standing still for fascists were never damaged on the teeth, so could not reach him
and I was a victim of late fascism, fighting also German national accentuation, being hurt and
hit many times in my life for that from people wanting to ask it different, using my slit eyes
and name as a shield against protests. I was never participating. Now this. On that day were
given means to me to be extremely nervous and I have seen also the last visit, that the doctor
pays attention that you stay completely relaxed. If not, he starts to fight immediately and finds
different problems with you, while he is watching every little move, even of the eyes. I was
also provoked repeatedly on the way there and attacked from the brain control in my own
head. My answer is that either this doctor is a fascist wanting to give the language problem
intentionally to a slit eyed guy (in my case, the only I talk about, of a lonely person in Europe
being victim of late fascism in the childhood it would be that also fascism) or to impose a
clean German language not containing any borrowed words, or he has humiliated a victim for
he has a problem with Germans, or it was a complete misunderstanding what I hope but not
believe. Where is my hope to get healthy in the jaw Dr Dümmler from Bruchsal?
22.09.2013 Trying to have own thinking and get relaxed out of bad. A lot of talking about
political and national fights bound to parts of my body. Then brain control moving so painful
in my head that I got almost crazy. Still it was less then on most mornings. Suddenly a loud,
proud voice: We know you are tortured, but those torturing you have children and you will
die! I remember what was told to me at school in Romania when I was a child and 25 of 30
German speakers around did agree and know it anyway, that fascism would have won and the
brain control leading the people in their head will heave the Germans above all other nations
in the world and will be a prove for their victory, even when officially told different. But they

added: to such people like you don’t knowing that, we will prove you personally that fascism
has won, by keeping you in the position of the tortured and damaged and nobody in the world
will change that, so exactly that crime, to torture the innocent victim will be victorious. The
uncle of Thiess Dieter in Romania was the adult explaining that, the children all enthusiast
about it. When I would not have been attacked and they would have allowed me to have a life
I tell OK it worth to live it even with the pain in the past, what they have seriously to pay to
reach that, I would not remind about these things. Also I fear the power of those hidden
fascists still hitting in my life, of the interest of German speakers from Romania, which on the
other hand I feel sorry to spread this bad image about them for some people who were not
criminals on their side, but they still own me too if they did not suffer for being attacked like I
did.
In that classroom many times mentioned, I was humiliating before that operation which
damaged me intellectually was done to me, several times a couple of pupil because they were
talking in favour of fascism or comparable, with predicting things they will do or tell in a way
they understood only later when they had finished doing that . Repeatedly I could succeed
with several this, only by my own brain power and it was my own decision to do so, having
the reason to teach them that they failed seriously with their positions. I was still blamed for
that and could not enjoy the intellectual success (why do you give trouble to the poor children,
but, I had a reason!!!). Since I reached Germany, many thousand times many Germans did
predict things which I told or did in suite, realising this while or afterwards. These people
could not have an idea about what I will do, but the brain control torturing me since that
operation, called anyway to be the hidden victory of fascism, was doing this to me, allowing
them to know these things. They could enjoy this advantage and nobody did blame them. But
I had terrible head ache when the system reading my mind respectively forcing that I had to
do some things immediate to me in that moment. I claim from all good people in the world
and from all accepted and big powers, that they stop such crimes against my life and help me
to get equalled all crimes done to me at least until I can have an acceptable life.
I am really attacked all the time in this habituation with a lot of not ignorable things.
Even when I was attacked, damaged and had to bear pains on many days much more than
generally, it was assured a rather high level of unavoidable and not caused by me pains,
damages and humiliations almost every day of my life. They were hitting and damaging me
during my lifetime many thousand times for that I was blaming fascism, they were hitting and
damaging me many thousand times in the name of the communist side and they were hitting
and damaging me many times also in the name of the western side. They were hitting and
damaging me much more than any interest or purpose could ever excuse but in that time all
those standing an the sides which I was hit in their name of, even when they were fighting
each other all from all sides were not damaged, nobody did hit them and most got huge
advantages for living.
I am continuous attacked in my own habituation.
Again people talking from above coming over me in my life, they are mostly those most
guilty before my life and I have seen those standing for fascism on that side often. They
frequently tell what I want and what I am, terrible lies which get pains to me. They also tell
things in such a way, that what ever I answer it can not get out the right way. But I tell,
certainly the facts in my life tell that nobody can inculpate or proceed against me even when
nobody is perfect and the control forces me in bad directions heavily. But one understands
that it was necessary to pay bills and compensation, for that I can have a hope and a good
result in life, but much more the sum of owners would own me! I say, that I can excuse to

everyone, but it is morally and intellectually not excusable to find a trouble with me and not
to give that help which I need for being able to accept my life. It was easy, even when
damaged to repair quickly so that I can reach everything people want in life and have the
happiest and satisfactory life 20 years ago. One did not help, but some did care to make
terrible torture out of every day unavoidable, even when owning already then more than ever
possible to pay. It is possible to compensate, I do not compare to crippled and killed and not
at all to any victims of the past, but daily damages, humiliations and pains, on many days
much more pains and damages keeping always chanceless and high pain level in life with
continuous blaming and humiliation, to somebody who was always and really standing only
for the officially not blameable matters and never attacking himself, but being between races
and nations from birth, is really terrible to do. But listen that those hitting in my life hit very
strong every new day, not just not pay.
If then somebody is paying, they hit even more. When I get then angry, those paying take it
back and hit too. This was repeated 3 or 4 times, seems last week again.
When I tell that I am attacked in my own habituation then I do not mean that, what happens
everywhere: I have to listen to humiliation and sorrow like: They know I will be thrown out, I
am old, or national conflicts like I am German or I am not sufficiently German, etc. So many
people get so much to be so much better than naturally and enjoy their lives, but I am kept
willingly sick attacked damaged and tortured continuous and it was the same since I can
remember. All the reasons and official positions of wrong or right from all sides would
sustain me and lead to that I could live good, but a lot of people I don’t know and not
knowing me humiliate me daily for all kind of guiltiness, enjoy life and blame me that I was
not good enough. Now, when some people talk nice and things get better, not only that the
control forces me to understand attacks and react like attacked, but the people talk in a way to
start with a blaming and then turn it during talking so that I get the fool when reacting. But
attacks do still happen. To be afraid of attacks when I was always attacked and to react when I
can not stand the pain, seen so wrong, like always. But remember I am controlled and have
terrible pains still continuous. There are no word and I had too many. But even when I am
controlled, after convincing thousand times even the bad willing deaf and blind about that
now the attacks have to stop and I have to have a life too, nobody could change that I was
continuous attacked and damaged every day, but every little imperfection I tell, and nobody
could not tell also such things, is punished. But there is a side able to forgive to a victim even
when fails and did try to help, only they are nit Germany. There are people seeming to
wanting to pay, but I was tortured and attacked around them all the time and frightened, like
always that this payment will also stop. Continuous I was frightened before a damage
happened. But my position is not about these people what they should pay, but about the
whole society that it has to suit now for me and I have to get a life giving me that making me
consider that I want to live it and it worth even when I had so many pains in the past. Society
can not be excusable if not giving that. There were many people tortured and killed on this
earth most during world wars, a German state guiltiness. But nothing can excuse that when so
many people can live so good, so much pain is done and kept to somebody standing for that
what they all call officially the best things and having had only pains throughout his past life.
And I know, when I was not behaving perfect or not talking perfect, I don’t like when this
happens but I do not accept to be blamed or have negative consequences, but rather those
controlling my brain. It was really enough now to hit only in one direction and only to hit and
inversion of justice and contradiction of humanness. It had and has to suit, if people,
responsible around and society are serious enough to represent not only fascism, murderer and
death!
_________

26.09:
I drive for professional reasons through Baden – Württemberg and could see during the
election period, that no matter which locality you are passing, all big and some little German
parties did place advertising panels. But between Bruchsal and Gärtringen, the most present
among these panels were the NPD, the little fascist party, related even in name to that party of
the worst criminal in the world. After the elections, only this NPD party has left their panels
hanging and even replaced some, showing a child or children. Also they and some even worse
neofascists appear in Germany like the superior race, showing their people are healthy, good
looking and strong. But I was a victim of fascism as a child and could not defend against
those being angry that I was blaming fascism and such mentality around me even when
fascism has officially lost. I am kept willingly sick and was made sicker even from German
dentists and oral surgeons since 25 years and nobody broke that, but many doctors have
humiliated me. Still I was a victim of tortures, operations to get more foolish and damages on
body for lifetime in Romania during Ceausescu communism, also then not able to defend
against pro fascist people doing well around me. But I was always explaining to stand for the
rights of all people and having positions nobody wanting to help the poor, which intention I
always pointed to honour, or wanting to improve society could find a problem with, even
when explaining that they could not do it that way, or at least did fail in some matters when
wanting to reach that, that all can live a good life, but forced also in positions to having to
speak about it, being a game of other people with my life. It was prevented that I could reach
friends and girl friends by spreading bad images and attacking me daily everywhere where I
was, continuous, with many matters. But those being on side of fascism today are always in
community acting and appearing and have friends and families and nobody spreads bad
images about one of them personally here in Germany. But I am happy that in Gärtringen
where I live and in Herrenberg close to it, there were no or maybe just very few NPD
advertising panels, even when they were doing advertising when I changed to this place, some
weeks later in the building were I changed into, where I am attacked day and night with not
political issues, but damaging my body and soul.
I was yesterday to eat at “Subway” in Bretten. A group of young people with the typical
German appearance / image passed and the girl looked only short to me, showing to be
convinced that I want her now. Then the girl confessed that the boy sitting near her was
Jewish and she has to pay to him. He told also “I am Jewish” with an accentuation and a face
you could see he was not. In the last days many people around me told me, I know many
German girls telling to boys, you was a nazi, so fuck me! Pointing to, when I wanted to have a
girl here, the way to be against fascism and telling the truth about being a victim of German
interests is not the way to get a girl. Several times in discos I could here: he is Jewish, but the
Jewish have lost. I can tell I was a clear victim since birth and can not be a looser therefore,
but indeed a victim of fascism and discrimination. I tell that the society owns me
compensation and that I was between nations and races, being collectively attacked from
German communities. I did not say about a national classification. Yesterday in “Subway” a
sales personal girl then told suddenly: But Norbert, you will die, following to another
confession of some Germans around that they have Sex with each other especially for being
both Germans!!! So that I was really standing against fascism and when I was hit every day of
my life for that and thousand other reasons, now it is still my fault or what do they want to
tell?
I just have to confess that somebody told me, who watched the film about the Nuremberg
Trials, that the US Americans would have told the sentence "I could not understand a word"
and I trusted to this person, being teacher. I used then that sentence to point that I would be
sustaining the US positions. But now I could read that it was a Nazi telling that. That

somebody lied to me does not change the fact that I was a victim of people really standing for
fascism and to cheat me that way is another attack, near the 605000 I had to suffer,
effectuated against my life.
Even when many people are friendly today in Germany, some do still humiliate and attack,
but only compensation could save my life and reasons to equal are more than necessary or
sufficient.
The family of my father were in the position to get the white race having not European names
and slit eyes and other not European signs among my relatives. But before they could get so
big like the Germans, those started the Second World War and lost it. But my grandmother
was telling from the start they will loose, listening to British radio and doing a lot of things
getting her hated among the German speaking community. Before she was part of the German
speaking community in Romania, being the girl with the bad eyes, having slit eyes too. When
I was a child of 4 years, they were confessing me to be in the position to get the white race
and they all where hoping that I would also ascend to that white race position, but coming out
with slit eyes I messed it up. A German speaking woman of 1.80m, giving the means to get
better in exterior or abilities, refused to continue to help me, because it was not acceptable
with my slit eyes. She decided then that I will be the bad guy all will hate and the enemy of
the people there. I was bagging my mother to help me and convincing my sister to love me,
after she attacked me being convinced to be the better one with the better eyes. But my father
than came brave to attack and to execute that, what that woman ordered. I thought, it was just
a bad joke, but my whole family isolated from me and they never stopped to exclude, attack,
humiliate and mistreat me. But still they were giving me bed and food and not they were those
doing the real damages and pains to me in my life. My sister was punished several times, all
friends at school were punished and the many girl friends from childhood and youth were
punished when not fighting me or removed from my surrounding with force. I was forced to
live alone having no personal contact to anyone and a huge, clear visible effort was brought to
reach that. To be attacked by all people around every day, since the age of 4 and until 40 or
more, but all really keeping to it and no personal contact at all ever possible to anyone. Can
you imagine what a life that is? But still my grandmother was also telling to have had
relations with Jewish people during the war and I really was helped repeatedly from Jewish
people. And I am not Chinese, even when I could not speak the r and told l for a year in my
childhood, I really can not explain that and I am not Turkish even when I have a Turkish
name and slit eyes. But I can not be German, for being a victim of fascist German interests
from my school time in Romania and a excluded and attacked from the German speaking
community. The behaviour of the Germans around me was always in a way, that they treated
me different than all of them, no matter what political or other positions those were having.
But the way I was treated revealed such a hate against my life and has hurt my body and soul
and rights so continuous and severe, much more than necessary for any even when criminal
usage for certain purposes or to keep me in slavery position, so that no explanation which
could pose me in a position that such a game could not have been against my life can be
acceptable.
I have written so many things on so many places. I have been talking and explaining. It should
be sufficient now, but I do continue for still being attacked and nothing equalled. For being
today serious with standing on a side fighting fascism, fighting discrimination, sustaining
human rights and the rights of victims and standing thus and additionally rather on the side of
good than that of bad, one has to take care to stop the attacks, damages and humiliations
against my life, soul and body and to really take care that those who own me bills and those
owning me compensation, that they have to pay. A little part of what one owns me would be

sufficient to get me content and to pay some of the sum of bills and compensation one owns
me, is necessary for that I could have an acceptable life. But I am as a real serious victim, still
not comparable with any crippled, sick to death or killed, not from today and even less from
the past and to no victims of the past. Please understand that I always did sustain the rights of
those victims to be compensated and never taken their dignity or rights, never could I have
such intentions.
But really I also liked that story of my grandmother that she was eating and sleeping in a
house of Jewish people when she was a young lady and from that food she must have changed
so much, that all her former friends did not recognize her anymore on the street, but some
were humiliating about her slit eyes and curbed nose, even when she had much less slit eyes
than me. Also that her rich parents lost all their goods before the communism was started so
that she was happy that the other lost their goods too, who did not speak to her anymore,
anyway, when communism was started in Romania. And that people from the Jewish
community did sustain me repeatedly even when I did not do anything for any of them, is a
fact in my life. But I tell to be between nations and races and no political side, standing for the
rights of all people, for that all can have a good life, like most worthy in democracies or the
European Kingdoms also do. Against fanaticism, against extremism, against fascism and
against discrimination. I understood the rights of the people around and respected these, but
many did not understand that I have rights too.
28/09/13:
I know that the facts in my life are that way, considering all rules about wrong and right and
all interests accepted internationally and officially and I told sufficiently about it, so that even
when I can not explain everything to everyone, would take many hours each time, one can
understand that it can not be acceptable to inculpate me, but there are sides and people owning
me, who should pay. Also the former eastern block socialists had to understand that thus to
give me more than the average has would be necessary to equal and that I can claim that a life
is “given” to me while it was stolen all my past and all those wanting to help the poor can not
find a problem in me when really wanting that. Even more, those from the former western
side, owning me for other reasons should understand and do so, that I can have a good life.
And the many hidden fascists who have attacked me should be forced to pay, whatever they
can pay, for what they have done to me. This stands not at all in the way that compensation is
paid as far as still adequate for the both World Wars from the German and related sides who
have started it to those victims or those related to the victims of these Wars, while I sustain
morally the right of such victims for compensation and I do not compare myself to any
victims of the past.
But the still happening manipulations of em and chemical and other nature like continuous
stress by social and acoustical impacts etc. do really damage my personality and my
intellectual ability, also ability to concentrate. That gives me in every area of my life
difficulties and even more the secondary effects of past damages were a hard to estimate
serious burden in my life added to that of the damages. I really am so much beyond that I
could easily be, but don’t understand I would be terrible, I still try to have a life and an
acceptable personality.
Indeed brain control (sorry to still talk about it) gives me continuous huge problems in life.
And even when I am complaining continuous about to be a attacked and damaged, it never
continued that I was attacked and damaged, but the many crimes done to me nobody was ever
speaking about, all the time everything possible to see as an imperfection in the name of some
interest still not so disqualified like e.g. fascism, but maybe close to, no matter which, I was

severely blamed and also some additional trouble or damaged direct done to me, because trial
those do not need. While the only way to find a hope for my life was to search for help
outside Germany, while I was doing that there were unbelievable attacks trying to force me to
appear like those could found a mistake with me and trying to convince those I was searching
help at to find a problem with me. When I complained to be a victim of national and political
fights, the whole day long the system in my head and the people around me were hitting
political and national fight in my life forcing that my life is only filled up with that. It never
stopped that I was seriously discriminated and attacked every day of my life.
Indeed I do want to take care what is my appearance and I do not want an automatism
controlling my mind to decide about that. When brain control controlled me to write in a style
in German which I do not like, I was also realizing that it was coming automat out of me, so
that it was very suspect to be brain control. I changed the sentences to avoid this control to
take over in my life. It was my free decision now and I also wanted to take to those always
hitting in my life the chance to find more possibilities to do so, even when never there was a
real possibility and I never was a bad guy in any way. But it is a fact that every kind of
conflict was always tried to be used. Usually I was forced from the control to do something
from people really wanting that to happen and then punished severely for having done that
even when it was even thus no real reason to punish and I explained not really to have
planned that. But the control can force me for short time to do also things strongest against
my own interests and will, but very seldom used. It was observed that I changed these
sentences without that anyone else than myself have seen both variants and that only for short
time, effort for a minute to change. I was repeatedly and severely blamed for that, but not
direct, only insinuations: the responsible at work were this PC stands, several people on the
street. I repeat that both variants were no crime. That the first variant was just short on my
screen sitting alone in the room on the PC. I did change for not liking a style imposed by
control and I did change to prevent a possibility to give me trouble, used that everything gives
trouble exactly with me. I repeat that this trouble was given always so, that those pushing and
wanting a certain situation mostly provable did punish that situation mostly drastically.
I was informed shortly repeatedly since several days, that those doing the bad torture in my
brain would be all Jewish. I find this is an attack against the dignity and rights of the Jewish
side. I repeat to know that not only fascists do brain control and that many are reachable but
never tortured or damaged, but also that I am every day the whole day damaged and attacked
from that control and nobody could live that way but also the control heaves only and only
Germans, Austrians and German speakers from Romania over me but does this daily in not
ignorable way and always did so.
Also I was fighting very much the very intense, professional torture trying to force me to hate
or tell something against the British side. I was successful in that and revealing also some
matters, then I was still humiliated by the brain control. They attack expressively aggressive
and do huge pains to me and then explain in my brain that one of the Royals from the British
side would have been sitting on the machines doing that. Also they attack and give pains to
me in my brain and when I want to get free from those pains they quickly switch what
happens in my own brain suddenly my trial to free me from painful control was shown as an
aggressiveness and also suddenly appears in my mind the image of people representing the
British side. I know that these images might be used sometimes to convince some people not
wanting to understand other way, but I swear to you that the way it is done to me it can not be
that but it is a clear humiliation done to the British side and a terrible pain done to me. They
do the same games also with other things like some other important sides people or young
attractive women, which is plaid in my mind then that I would attack when I do not accept a

the maybe thousands of terrible pains done in my brain, while these pains also fail before
those sides and justice and I think a lot of this could possibly appear like being justified, it
never could have been and I am fair and do understand positions. I can be forced to appear
like a fool, also repeatedly, many times. But I am not quite, reliability to detect things how
they are meant proven to me. These games happen since years and do change in appearance
and style very much, not everything same clear about the criminality done to me, but mostly
and clear the control gives at least a lot of trouble to me. They do happen also these days.
But I was a victim of late fascism but continuous attacks, damages and terrible discrimination
giving advantage to Germans and German speakers and those really standing for it have
healthy teeth and children today and never pass at doctor Dümmler. Or did this doctor in
Bruchsal really wanted to help me? So different my impression. The sales personal in a
pharmacy sending me to doctor Dümmler was suddenly appearing with looking much better
than naturally, I mean not things I could buy, but having bright, beautiful eyes and flashing
somehow out of them to me and looking ostentatively to my eyes, but did not tell anything. I
was only writing this a day before here to facebook, 100 people know it, I am sure they never
read facebook, but also what I tell alone in my habituation or in the hotel, many people do
know immediately. But another dentist told: you still are around in this area? Without any
connection or reason why to tell that.
You really know somebody only attacked and completely isolated and continuous damaged
and severely blamed without ever to have attacked or wanted or done something officially
blameable, like me? My life, is that such a piece of shit only? Those people around me,
appearing better than naturally, I can see many Germans in such positions, they OWN ME!
But one owns much more than that, to stop all attacks and crimes against me! All people and
interests, as they appear direct in my life, want to hate me, even when I can appear before
them only while being attacked and controlled from many and invisible and can not defend
against. Do you understand the desperation of the discriminated and attacked who could never
change that? It is my desperation and I claim from all good people and sides, that they do save
my life and do stop but blame those attacking me, so that they have to fear, at least like I did
always have to.
The things I write down are real my daily life and it was much worse in the past, some do still
help! But so much stronger, those who hit in my life! Why doesn’t anybody really help?
Attention: now they can tell that “the Jewish” would operate and make brain controllable and
torture in extreme way every single day of their life not allowing any chance and making sure
body and soul pains of high level and terrible humiliations and relevant reduction of brain
abilities daily continuous for more than 35 years to the Germans born in Romania with slit
eyes and Turkish name, discriminated therefore and for other reasons in terrible way from all
German speakers and Germans and Austrians around him, giving the advantage of the
discrimination almost only to Germans and German speakers?
I claim that you find those hitting my life with such positions, punish them for having
humiliated the Jewish generally and bring me the dentist who is really not a criminal and
takes professional damages done from other dentists away again. Also you free me from that
brain control which has not stopped yet and which was hitting in my life all the past 35 years,
not allowing me anything else than torture.
I claim to get that from all good people and powers of this earth!
Some people who were showing to me to be extremist fascists were hitting in relevant way in
my life, damaging me and promising many of the damages done later by ”somebody, it
happened”, really still have power today and arranged with many powers, God knows how

they reached it but their positions were those I tell you and you can rely on my word, written
here, not on every spoken, which is controlled. I claim here my right, before all important
sides in this world, that no matter what arrangement those people have, they can not continue
to hit in my life. That means I claim that one sustains to stop all attacks, pains and damages
kept or done willingly in or to my life and really takes care that from those owning
compensation and bills it has to be paid so that I can live a content life. Even when those
criminals are not punished as it should, for allowing and helping me to live a fair life that is
also not necessary. Nobody had to fear when I could live without to be tortured, but they
could never stop even one day until now to make torture out of my life and the effort for that
is bigger than if it was about their surviving.
Last but not least; I was shouting not to be German when some young people from the street
have told me in the morning over the window I would be German. The explanation is that:
Nobody from the Germans was attacked every day of his life from some of the other Germans
around but nobody from those was ever standing as friend ore colleague with him. Attacked
from control, in his head and when talking never helped but attacked even more from all
around.
Ich musste widersprechen als man mich über das Fenster anschrie, dass ich deutsch sei, weil
keiner der deutschen 35 Jahre lang von vielen deutschen attackiert aber niemals einen anderen
deutschen auf seiner Seite hatte. Kein deutscher wird täglich mit Gehirnlenkung gefoltert und
wenn er sich beklagt noch mehr gefoltert, obwohl die Folter schon mehr als unerträglich war.
Außerdem wurde ich von richtig überzeugten deutschen Faschisten geschädigt und gequält
und mir wurden viele Schäden versprochen die später auch eintrafen, irgendwie. Ich hatte
aber was gegen Faschismus, aber nicht von mir aus was gegen deutsch. Bis all das nicht
ausgeglichen ist, bis nicht deutsche mich verteidigen und die Verbrechen an meinem Leben
stoppen, bis nicht wenigstens einige mit mir sind und die in mich schlagen bekämpft werden,
kann ich nicht deutscher sein, auch wenn ich deutscher Staatsbürger bin. Ich bitte sie das zu
verstehen! Außerdem ist der deutsche Staat vor mir auch schuldig und hat noch nichts
ausgeglichen.
At each essay to help me, some others, mostly those controlling my brain hit so badly in my
brain that it gets out even worse torture and I get to be the fool about it or have to be a fool for
too big torture in my head. And until now, when I explained then well what happened I was
drastically punished like the police imposed me a psychical disease I never had but mistreated
me for some weeks, or I was hit on the street from some people and the police did not see the
obvious, wanting to call me guilty in the end I had the damage alone.

